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Galleria Franco Noero is pleased to present Obdurate Space, the second solo 
exhibition of Eric Nathaniel Mack with the gallery in Torino. For the occasion, the 
artist has conceived a new series of works that tie in with the architecture and 
environment of the gallery's outdoor garden space, a former industrial site on Via 
Pollone: this location, which is only a few meters away from the exhibition space on 
Via Mottalciata and has now become its outdoor counterpart. 
 
The exhibition brings together a body of works that focus on some of the themes 
most dear to the artist. From his most recognizable richly textured compositions 
through the assemblage of textiles mounted on metal stretchers whose colors and 
prints serve as a palette, favoring and emphasizing their sculptural presence through 
the addition of elements such as space and volume, and so doing, in a continuous 
effort to synthesize painting with sculpture. 
 
Breaking free from the canonical boundary of the two-dimensional plane, Mack uses 
suspended and draped textiles creating immersive environments that dialogue 
extensively with the existing architecture and that invite the visitors to explore new 
perspectives and question the relationships between materiality and the surrounding 
space.  
 
Functioning as an archive, these colorful assemblages of fabrics, being them 
mounted on stretchers or draping from ceiling and walls, present and give new life to 
the found, wear off and very often overlooked materials researched and employed 
by the artist in his regeneration process which clearly characterise his practice, 
enhancing and unexpectedly revealing their best features.  
 
Inspired by Judd's show Obdurate Space: Architecture of Donald Judd, held at the 
Center for Architecture at Graham Foundation in New York in 2018, where five 
unrealized architectural projects by Judd were presented for the first time to the 
public, the exhibition by Mack intends to address the complexity or rather the relative 
freedom in making design decisions while experiencing the form, space and structure 
of a given place and, once understood it, to create a continuum across art and 
architecture without being compromised by trivial contingencies or differences in 
scale.  
 
The textiles become a bridge between body and space, suggesting subliminally the 
idea of movement and the attitude that people could eventually have in wearing them 
as clothes. 
 



   

 

 
 
Clothes as a vehicle for self-expression and transitively the changes in taste and 
fashion are also other elements quoted by the artist's work, mirroring the infinite 
sources of imagery constantly conveyed at any level - high and low, subculture 
through mainstream - by fashion magazines and fanzines in a constant renewal of 
costume and society. 
 
Eric Nathaniel Mack will present a project in collaboration with the Christo and 
Jeanne-Claude Estate at the Newport Art Museum in New Port in July 2024. Also, in 
July Mack will have a solo show in Italy at Casa Flash Art in Ostuni, Puglia, while his 
work is currently featured at the Royal Academy of Arts in London in a group show 
curated by Veronica Ryan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eric Nathaniel Mack (b. 1987, Columbia, USA) lives and works in New York City, USA. 
 
He received his BFA from The Cooper Union and his MFA from Yale University, USA. 
In 2021 he was the recipient of the Philip Guston Rome Prize from the American Academy in Rome, 
while in 2017 Mack received the inaugural BALTIC Artists’ Award selected by artist Lorna Simpson; 
the Rauschenberg Residency at Captiva Island, USA; and an artist-in-residency at the Delna 
Foundation in London, UK. 
 
The artist’s solo exhibitions at Institutions include: The Douglas Hyde Gallery, Dublin, Ireland (2022), 
Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, USA (2019); The Power Station, Dallas, USA (2019); the BALTIC 
Artists’ Award 2017, BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead, UK (2017); Albright-Knox Art 
Gallery, Buffalo, USA (2017). 
 
Major group exhibitions include Palazzo Grassi, Venice, Italy (2023); Moody Center for the Arts, Rice 
University, Houston, USA (2023); Whitney Biennial 2019, Whitney Museum of American Art, New 
York, USA (2019); Ungestalt, Kunsthalle Basel, Basel, Switzerland (2017); Massachusetts Museum 
of Contemporary Art, North Adams, USA (2017); Pulitzer Arts Foundation, St. Louis, USA (2017); 
Camden Arts Centre, London, UK (2016); MoMA PS1, Long Island City, New York, USA (2015). 
 
Mack’s work is part of following the permanent collections Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, 
USA, Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore, USA, Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth, Hanover, 
Germany, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, Montreal, Canada, Rhode Island School of Design 
Museum, Providence, USA, The Studio Museum in Harlem, New York, USA Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York, USA. 


